
SPEECH 185: Multicultural Communication Skills
Spring 2006, TTh 12:00 - 1:15 pm., Grg 215

Dr. Min-Sun Kim    George Hall #331    phone and voice mail: 956-8317 fax: 956-3947
          Email: kmin@hawaii.edu       Office Hours: Tu/Th  9:30-10:20 am

Speech 185 is designed to increase the student's effectiveness as a communicator and provide knowledge that will be valuable in
interactions with diverse populations in general.  Achievement of these goals requires emphasis on both theory and practice. 
From the outset, the course will attempt to balance theory with practical experiences, in-class exercises, and illustrative material
designed to increase intercultural sensitivity.  Thus, student participation in class discussion and exercises is essential.  

Course Objectives

A. To provide the students with basic theories and concepts on how people from different cultures behave and
communicate.

B. To promote understanding of one's own cultural identity and cultural values so as to pinpoint strengths and
weaknesses in communication situations.

C. To help develop practical skills needed for effective intercultural communication.

Textbooks

Klopf, D. W. (2001). Intercultual Encounters. Morton. The book will be available at the Professional Image (973-6599; 2633
South King St.).  Call first before you go and pick up the packet. 

Tentative Course Outline

(1) 1/10 -- Introduction and outline of Class
1/12 -- Diversity – The American Norm    Ch. 1 

(2) 1/17 -- Defining intercultural communication Ch. 2
1/19 – Case Study on Korean Culture (Indigeneous Concepts)

 
(3) 1/24–(Continued)   

1/26 -- Barriers to intercultural communication Ch. 3

(4) 1/31 --   (Continued)
2/2 -- Perceptual Influences                               Ch. 4  

(5)  2/7 --  (Continued)
* (Intercultural Food Sharing --bring your international friend )

2/9 -- Cultural Antipathy (stereotypes and prejudices) Ch. 6
* Paper on Korean Culture and Communication due
 Send as an email attachment (in MS Word Format) to kmin@hawaii.edu before the class.

(6) 2/14 -- (Continued)
2/16 –  Nonverbal communication Ch. 10

(7) 2/21 -- (Continued)
2/23 -- (Continued)

(8)          2/28 -- Verbal Communication Ch. 9
3/2 -- (Continued)



(9) 3/7 -- (Continued) 
** Culture Shock Interview Project Due (The first set of seven descriptions) 

3/9 -- Exam Review

(10) 3/14 -- Midterm exam
3/16 – Gender Communication

(11) 3/21 – No Class (Spring Break)
3/23 – No Class (Spring Break)

(12) 3/28 -- Dimensions of Culture Ch. 5
3/30 -- (Continued)
       

(13) 4/4  -- (Continued)        
4/6 -- Social Institutions Ch. 7

(14) 4/11 -- (Continued)
4/13 -- Intercultural romantic relationships/marriages Ch. 8

(15) 4/18 –  (Continued)
4/20 -- Immigration and acculturation Ch. 11

(16) 4/25 -- (Continued)
4/27 -- Multiculturalism Ch. 12
** Culture Shock Interview Project Due (The second set of seven descriptions) 

(17) 5/2 -- Exam review

5/11 -- Final Exam (12:00-2:00 pm) 

--------------------
Course requirements and evaluation

Midterm exam 35 % (70 points)
Final exam 35 % (70 points)
Literature Review 10 % (20 points)
Intercultural contact project  20 % (40 points)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total points 100 % (200 points)

Exams:  The exams will consist of multiple-choice, true-false and a few essay questions.  The final exam is not
cumulative.  However, there may be some questions on the final that require knowledge gained in the first half of the course. 

Literature Review on Traditional Culture: The purpose of this paper is to conduct an extensive literature review on a
specific topic relating to traditional Korean values and/or communication patterns.  The topics may include: indigeneous Korean
concepts, Korean communication styles, and other traditional Korean values.  Please note that the topic should be narrow
enough so that a chosen concept is explained in detail.  You may also include real-life accounts which can be explained by the
concept.  The paper should be about 6-7 pages, plus references.  

** This assignment should be sent to kmin@hawaii.edu in MS word format.  On the day the paper is due, the paper
should be sent as an email attachment before the start of the class.  My comments will be entered on the documents and
will be sent back to you. 



Culture Shock Interview Project: The purpose of this project is to provide you the opportunities to contact someone
from another culture and apply class materials.  Students will be required to share the information they gathered through class
interaction. 

Attendance: You are allowed three (3) absences.  After three absences, your final grade will drop 2.0% for each
additional day absent (no exceptions).  Use these days wisely.  You never know what may come up.  These days include,
sickness, hospitalization, death in the family, laziness, oversleeping, job, etc.  You need not provide excuses to the professor. 
Those students with perfect attendance or only one absence will be given one extra credit point (1% of grade) at the end of the
semester.

Participation: It is expected that you will have read the chapters assigned by the day they are listed on your schedule. 
On that day, you are presumed to be an expert on these readings.  You will be called on to explain various concepts and theories
and to provide examples for them.

The following scale will serve as the basis for assigning grades. 
%     Grade*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
90 - 100   A-, A, A+
80 -  89         B-, B, B+

              70 -  79   C-, C, C+
              60 -  69   D-, D, D+
              Below 59  F

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* The instructor reserves the right to adjust this scale depending on the distribution of scores.

Course Policies

 Make-up Exams: Exams must be taken on the scheduled day at the scheduled time unless arranged with the instructor PRIOR
TO THE DAY OF THE EXAM. Make-up exams will not be allowed without a legitimate and verifiable excuse.  I cannot give
an early exam to accommodate your vacation plans, however.  

 Attendance:  Attendance will be taken each class.  Regular attendance in class can improve your final grade: some exam items
will cover materials only discussed during lectures.  In addition, my past experience tells me that there is a strong positive
relationship between class attendance and final course grade.

 Academic dishonesty: Cheating on papers or exams (e.g., copying other's answers) constitutes grounds for a failing grade on
that assignment, and potentially on the entire course.

 Extra credit: Students may obtain extra credit from participation in departmental research.  If research opportunities are made
available, the points for participation will be announced at that time.



Culture Shock Interview Project
 
Purpose: This assignment is designed to increase your understanding of your own cultural conditioning, foreign cultures,
relationship between cultural differences and communication, and problems encountered in intercultural communication.
When we encounter people from other ethnic backgrounds, we have an opportunity to learn new ways of seeing and
experiencing life which we never knew existed. "Culture Shock" is the term used to describe the more pronounced reactions to
the psychological and physiological disorientation most people experience when they move for an extended period of time into
a culture markedly different from their own.

In a sense, culture shock is a by product of personal growth through which one must be willing to go in order to have the
pleasures of experiencing other countries and cultures in depth. All of us have known frustration at one time or another. Some
of the common causes of frustration are: the sense of isolation due to inexperience with the language of the given area; the
ambiguity of a particular situation; the actual situation not matching preconceived ideas of what it would be like; unrealistic
goals; not being able to see results; using the wrong methods to achieve objectives (i.e., methods which are inappropriate to
the new culture). 

Keep in mind that culture shock can result from a specific event or series of events. It comes from the experience of
encountering ways of doing, organizing, perceiving or valuing things which are different from yours and which threaten your
basic, unconscious belief that your enculturated customs, assumptions, values and behaviors are "right." For instance, it may
derive from being cut off from the cultural cues and known patterns with which you are familiar, as when all the nuances and
shades of meaning that you understand instinctively and use to make your life comprehensible are suddenly taken from you. Or
it may be due to having your own values (which you had heretofore considered as absolutes) brought into question.

Procedure: Interview individuals who have experienced some forms of culture shock (e.g., international student, immigrant,
long-term visitor, etc.).  You should compile 8 culture shock experiences throughout the semester. Students are required to
submit the descriptions (about one page for each experience) of 8 culture shock experiences on two different dates (Check the
Course Outline for due dates) and share the interview results in class.  Try to find interesting,  humorous or “shocking”
experiences which relate to the class materials which were covered in class. Also, a maximum of three culture shock
experiences can come from your past experiences. 


